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· How they’ve grown
· How they can help others grow
· Growing emotionally
· Finding ways to help each other grow
· Challenges and setbacks help us grow and adapt and trying new things helps us move beyond our
comfort zone into a new realm of possibility and potential.
· Emotional growth is often a gradual process that happens over time and sometimes we might feel a
bit stuck.
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This Years Theme 





What is a blob? What is a blob
tree?

The trees show a variety of different scenarios 
that people may relate to and can be used as a

 springboard for conversations with people of any age group.
Each Blob tree comes with suggested questions 

that can be used to guide the discussion.

The Big Book of Blob Trees (Blobs)
by Wilson, Pip and Long, Ian

 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Big-Book-Blob-Trees-Blobs/dp/0815362048/ref=sr_1_1?adgrpid=577227619&hvadid=2978689596&hvbmt=be&hvdev=c&hvlocphy=4922&hvnetw=o&hvqmt=e&hvtargid=kwd-16508757631%3Aloc-188&keywords=blob+tree+book&qid=1643732980&sr=8-1


Why talk about blob & blob
trees?

Blob trees are a way of opening up discussions about feelings and developing understandings 
of emotions, empathy and self-awareness.

The Blobs work on the premise that there is no right and wrong. They might increase your 
understanding and empathy about what makes the child or young person tick.
The Blobs are representative of two languages ~ feelings and body language.

The tree stands for a group – any gathering of people, a team or a class for example.
 



What makes a Blob grow?
A Blob needs...

A Forest
A tree to live in

Other Blobs 
Friends
Hobbies 

To feel safe
A big leaf to sleep on





Are all Blobs the same?

Ask the children to compare Blobs with a friend
What is different?
What is the same?

How is your Blob feeling? How do you know?
What about your friends Blob? How is it feeling? 

What do you like about your friend's Blob?
What do they like about yours?

 



Blob lives in a Blob tree...
What does a Blob Tree look like?

Blobs often live with other Blobs a bit like
a classroom.

Is it the same or different to other Blob
trees?

How can we make all the Blobs happy in
the tree?

 





Blob has friends who help him grow...

Bob helps Blob eat healthy food 

Billy and Bella play with Blob

Leo helps Blob learn to read

Cody gives Blob a cuddle if Blob is angry or sad 

Courtney helps Blob know what they are good at  





~ Make a class Blob tree with each child's Blob in 
~ Make a goal each to grow and hang on the tree

~ Read stories about helping others and/ or being a good friend- Like the Ants
~ Compare differences between each other, i.e. finger prints, make a finger print tree

~What makes us the same and different observation games (eye colour/ height/ uniform etc)
~Make a growth tree, each time a child does something for another that helps them grow they are added to

the tree
~Make a Growth Gift - how can I be a good friend?

Key Message - we are all different and need different things to help us grow
We can help each other grow

Ideas for the rest of the week  





TAG US @MYARAISETEAM TO
SHOW US WHAT YOU ARE

DOING!!!


